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I. Introduction 
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Consider the free nonrelativistic electron in a static magnetic field H, taking 
electron spin into account. A plane-polarized wave propagates along a magnetic 
field, its frequency n is close to the t;lectron rotation frequency WL = eH /me: 

1n-wLI << WL, (1) 

where -e is ·the electron charge, m is the electron mass and c is the velocity of light. 
Let the electron be located in a domain with dimension L << A, where).= 21rc/n 
is the length of the light wave. So we can describe the electron-wave interaction 
using a dipole approximation for the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian. We include 
the wave magnetic field in the spin part of the Hamiltonian because the corre
sponding interaction frequency is close to the resonant one, so spin components 
have to be mixed. In section II of the present paper we include and transform the 
corresponding Schrodinger equation. 

As the electron Hamiltonian is time-dependent and time-periodic, one can in
clude quasienergies and. steady states [1] (quasienergy states [2, 3]) to describe 
electron behaviour. In section III we construct these values according to the res
onant approximation of (1). It is shown that if n-/- wL, the electron quasienergy 
spectrum is discrete and equivalent to the Landau energy spectrum in a static mag
netic field. Steady state components corresponding to rotation have a finite norm. 
When n = WL, the electron quasienergy spectrum changes into a continuous one 
and the steady state rotation components become un-normalizable. Destruction 
of the Landau spectrum in the resonant case corresponds to electron transversal 
motion transmutation (from finite to infinite) in the resonant wave. 

II. Schrodinger Equation Transform 

Let j be 1,2,3; a, /3 be ±1; Xj -- the coordinates, t -- time, 1Pa - the electron 

wave function, a~J - the Pauli matrixes and h - Planck's constant. 
Let the static magnetic field to be directed along the x 3 axis and the wave 

electric field oscillate along the x 2 axis with amplitude E. We can then describe 
the electron by the following Schrodinger equation: 
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Next, we search for solutions of (2) in the form: 

. { i [ P5 eEl ] } "Pa(Xj, t) = exp 1l, P1X1 + p3X3 - 2m t - Q cos(f!t) 7a(l, t) , (3) 

where p1, P2 are real numbers and e = X2 -(p1c)/(eH). 
Two functions, -y1(l, t) and -y..c1(l, t), satisfy the following;set of equations: 

. 871 { • hwL . . . } .. thWL ·. zri8t = Hose + -2- + eE( sm(f!t) 'YI - -2- sm(nth'.::i 

. 8-y_1 { • hwL . } thWL . 
ih8t = Hose-' -

2
- + eElsm(nt) 'Y-1 - - 2-sm(nthi (4) 

where E = E/H and 
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In the frame of the resonant approximation (1) we can rewrite (4) as 

·t. 8-r1 {H· . nwL. . c • (,.... )} itnwL ., ( .. ,.... ) ztt8t == osc + -
2
- + eEc,. sm Ht 'Y1 - - 4-J~P -~H!. 1'-1. 

. O'Y-1 { • nwL } itnwL znat = Hose - -y + eElsin(nt) 'Y-1 + -4-,-exp(inth1 (6) 

Then, we search for solutions of (6) in the form: 

-r-1(l, t) = i/3ei0 t-r1(l, t) , (7) 

where f3 is a constant. It is easy to show that (7) can be the solution of (6) if 

/3 ~ /31,2 = { 2(f! - WL) ± J4(f! -:-WL)2 +t2Wi, }!(~wL). (8) 

Let us present 'YI ( e, t) in following form for the two cases corresponding to 

/3 = /31, /3 = /32: 

'Y1(~, t) = exp{-it m ± ~✓4(!1 - W£)2 + t 2wz] }<I>(l, t) . (9) 

Then <f>(l, t) satisfies the following equation in both cases: 

in :t <I>(l, t) = { lfo,c + eEl_sin(nt) }<I>(l, t) . (10) 

Equation (10) is the well-known equation for a harmonic oscillator acted upon 
by a time-dependent oscillating force. Thus, we have shown that the electron, 
located in both a static magnetic field and an electromagnetic wave with the 
frequency close to the resonant one, described by the Schrodinger equation for a 

harmonic oscillator. r ¥Wk!;:- • . __ ,. 
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III. Quasienergies and Steady States Construction 

Quasienergies and steady states ( quasi energy states) for the quantum systems 
described by (10) and for some more general class of Hamiltonians were exactly 
constructed in [4) .. Below we construct them for our special case (10) and give a 
draft proof for the conclusions used. The results are especially clear if we use the 
resonant approximation (1) and introduce as standard operators: 

a= -iJ1i/2mwL ~...:. i~Jmw£!2n,; a+= -iJ1i/2mwL ~ + i~/mw£/2h . (11) 

Then we can rewrite (10) as approximately: 

i !lif!(t) >= {wL(a+a + ~) + a(aeitn + a+e-itn) }lif!(t) >, (12) 

where lif!(t) > i~ the corr~sponding ket-vector a~d a= eE/v8mhwL, 
Now let us use complex representation [5). If z ,is a ·complex number and lz > 

is a corresponding coherent state, the!). 

if!(z, t) = exp{lzl2 /2} < zlif!(t) > (13) 

is an analitical function of z in the whole complex plane at any t ( the overlinc 
means a complex conjugation). We can rewrite (12) for if!(z, t): 

. a { ( a 1) ( itn a -itn ) } ( 
i f)t if!(z, t) = WL Z OZ + 2 + a e OZ + e Z if! z, t) . (14) 

It was shown in [4) that equation (14) has resonant solutions at WL = qf'l, where 
q is an integer. Her~ we consider resonant solutions for q = 1 only because the 
restriction ( 1) is fulfilled . 
' If fl # W£, each solution of equatio'u (14) cari be represented as a linear com-
-bination of following solutions: 

if!n( z, t) = e-itEn/n.<Pn(z, t) ; <Pn(z, t) = <Pn(z;t + 21r /fl) j n = 0, 1, 2 ... , (15) 

where quasienergies En and steady states (quasienergy states) <Pn(z, t) are given 
by: 

( 1) · 1ia2 

En = hwL n + 2 + n _ WL 

1 [ . a ·]n { ze-itna , lal2 } 
<Pn(z, t) = v'nI ze-,tO - fl - WL exp itnf'l + fl - W[, - 2(f'l - W[,)2 (16) 

It is easy to show [4] that the vectors <Pn(z, t), n = 0, 1, 2 ... , form the complete 
orthogonal basis in the corresponding Hilbert space and their norms arc equal to 
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onP. It shows that we have found all the solutions of equation (2) (in resonant ap-. 
proximation). The quasicnergy spectrum (16) is equivalent to the Landau energy 
spectrum for ,; free electron in a static magnetic field. 

As quasienergies arc only defined modulo qhf'l, ,vhere q is an integer, we can 
use an equivalent representation for quasienergies and steady states ( quasienergy 
states) instead of (16) [1, 2, 3]: 

En= li(w1, - f'l)n + !iw1,/2 + lw: 2 /(fl - W1,) ; ¢n(z, t) = e-itn!l<?n(z, t) . (17) 

This form shows that when the wave frequency fl approaches to the electron 
rotation frequency w1,, the quasienergy spectrum almost degenerates. 

In the resonant case, when n = w1,, each solution of equation (14) can be 
represented as a linear combination of following solutions: 

if!1,;(z,t) = e-itE/h</>i;;(z,t); <PI,;(z,t) = r/Ji.;(z,t + 2rr/H); -oo < E < oo, (18) 

where E is the quasiencrgy, and the steady states ( quasi energy states) ¢ E( z. t) arc 
given by [4]: 

2 2 -t 1 { (E - hf'l/2)2 ze-itll(E - hf'l/2) z2c-2it1l} 
<Pr,;(z, t) = (2rrh a ) I exp - ---- + ------- - ---

2lm ho 2 
, , ' , , , , ,· , • , (19) 

It is easy to show [4) that the steady states ( 19) satisfy the following relations nt 

any t: 
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dEJE(z,t)<f>B(z
1

,t) = ciz , (20) 

where E, is the Dirac delta-function. These relations mean that the correspondi11g 
kct.-vectors satisfy the orthogonality and completeness relations [6]: 

< <;&1,J<Pi,;' >= o(E - E') 1-: dEJ</>1, >< </>cd = I , (21) 

where I is the unit operator in the corresponding Hilbert space. The relations 
(21) show that we have found, for the resonant case, all solutions of equation (2) 
(in resonant approximation). 

We can see that the Landau spectrum (16) is destroyed in the resonant casC', 
because the qnasicncrgy spectrum is a continuous one: -oo < E < oo. As 
follows from (21 ), resonant steady states ( quasicncrgy states) arc tm-normalizablc. 
The spectrum and steady states reconstruction correspond to electron transversal 
motion trammmtation (from finite to infinite) in tlH· resonant wave. 
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IV. Conclusion 

The behaviour of the electron located in both a static magnetic field and an 
electromagnetic \Vave with the frequency close U> the _resonant on~ is described in 

._,!erms of quasienergie_s. and steady states ( quasienergy states). 
It is shown that the well-known electron transversal motion transmutation 

(from finite to infinite) in the resonant wave _leads to the, descrete quasienergy 
spectrum destruction and to the forming of a new steady states basis, consisting of 
un-normalizabled vectors. The corresponding quasienergy spectrum is continuous. 

This investigation was supported by the Russian Foundation for Fundamental 
Research (Project 93-02-2535). 
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CKo6mrn A.A. 
Pa3pyIIIem1e crreKTpa KBa3H3Heprnn Jlaimay 
)];JI.SI 3JieKTPOHa B CTaTHtJ:eCKOM MarHHTHOM IIOJie 
n pe3oHaHCHOH 3JieKTpoMarnttTHoii BOJIHe 

E4-94-176 

PacCMOTpeH CB060JJ;HbIH HepemITHBHCTCKHH 3JieKTPOH, IIOMe~eHHbIH B 
CTaTHtJ:eCKOe MarHHTHOe IIOJie H IIOJie 3JieKTpOMarHHTHOH BOJIHbl. IlJIOCKO 
IIOJISipH30BaHHaSI BOJIHa pacrrpocTpaHSieTCSI BJJ;OJih MarHHTHOro IIOJISI, ee tJ:aCTOTa 
6JIH3Ka K tJ:aCTOTe Bparn;eHHSI 3JieKTpoHa B CTaTHtJ:eCKOM MarHHTHOM IIOJie. YtJ:
TeH CIIHH 3JieKTpoHa. PacctJ:HTaH crreKTP KBa3H3Heprnn 3JieKTpOHa, IIOCTpOeHhl 
ero KBa3tt3HepreTntJ:eCKtte cocTOSIHHSI (K3C). 

Pa60Ta BhIIIOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpttn HeiiTpOHHOH cpn3HKH HM. ll.M.<I>paHKa 
Oll5Ill. 

Coo6mem1e O6be11111ie1111oro HHCn!TyTa lI)1epHblX 11CCJie/10Balll1H. JJ:y6Ha, 1994 
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Free nonrelativistic electrons in both .a static magnetic field and an 
electromagnetic wave arc considered. A plane-polarized wave propagates along 
a magnetic field, its frequency is close to the electron rotation frequency in a 
magnetic field. Electron spin is taken into account. An electron quasienergy 
spectrum and steady states (quasienergy states) are constructed. 
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